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When this passing world is done,

“And this is the confidence

When has sunk yon glaring sun,

that we have in Him, that, if

When we stand with Christ in glory,

we ask anything according

Looking o’er life’s finished story,

to His will, He heareth us:
And if we know that He

Then, Lord, shall I fully know—

hears us, whatsoever we

Not till then—how much I owe.

ask, we know that we have
the petitions that we desired
of Him.”

1 John 5:14, 15
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I have concluded, by the grace of God, that we do not yet fully know how
much we owe our blessed Lord. We praise Him now, for His matchless grace and
His unceasing watch-care, but we have no idea how much we really owe. God is
constantly preparing us for events that we must sooner or later encounter.
I remember listening, some years ago, to an audiobook about Christians hiding
Jews during the years of the Holocaust (in Europe, during World War II). The majority of the book was filled in by years of events that took place before the actual
Holocaust. The many chapters (before the war years) might seem boring to the
average reader, however our family thoroughly enjoyed
the smallest bit of details. From past readings, we have
found that every object has its place and great significance “there was a reason
for everything”
later in the story. Details like where the sofa was placed in
the living room, and where the bookshelf was positioned in
relation to the door or the window in the living room; there was a reason for everything. Each piece was necessary to complete the puzzle.
We have tried, in our excitement, to share this book with others, but only a few
have enjoyed it as much as we did. Generally, the listener falls asleep on the first few
chapters; or fast-forwards to the end of the book, and then the story makes little or
no sense whatsoever. I find in our experience, as Christians, we often want to fastforward from the present to the future glory; however, everything is beautiful in its
time.
One of the activities that we enjoy as a family is walking. Now this might not seem
very exciting, however, we love walking outside; where we are able to take in the
fresh air, and observe the creatures and plants of nature. During our first year at the
Eden Way Outpost, we began walking at nights. The challenge seemed foolhardy at
first, however, we have all come to enjoy this excursion with great delight. The
darker the night, the more exciting it is.
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We joked, at first, that if we could figure out how
to walk in pitch darkness, then there would be no
need to feel fearful if (in the future) our flight from
this place to the next would be at this same hour.

This is how the message read: “Hi Mommy, sorry I’m so
busy, but now I need you help and my sister’s help and
Pastor Davis’ help…to pray for a resurrection of one of
the missionaries here.…name….” This message was
shortly followed by, “if is God’s will”. Now, English is not
her first language, so my first thought was to try and figure out what she really meant to say.

In January we shared with you our dilemma with
our bridge flooding; and how my husband (pictured in
that newsletter) had to hike through the neighboring
fields to bring our visiting guests. Well, since that
newsletter, the bridge has flooded at least one day out
of every week. Recently, we were
scheduled to participate in the School of
the Loud Cry, in Pulaski, TN (which some
of you participated in
— God bless you).
We suspected that
the bridge might
overflow as we got
closer to that time.
Interestingly enough,
our memory verse
leading up to that time was 1 John 5:14, 15 — “And
this is the confidence that we have in Him, that, if we
ask anything according to His will, He heareth us: And
if we know that He hears us, whatsoever we ask, we
know that we have the petitions that we desired of
Him.” Such a wonderful promise! God knows just
what we need to build our faith, if ever there is a possibility to doubt.

As I was rubbing my forehead to decipher the message, a voice message came through with her sweet
voice (in broken-English), asking for us to pray for a missionary that had died during a plane crash. This dear
soul was a husband and father, and our little adopted
missionary-daughter wanted God to raise up this dear
man, so that his wife and children would not have to
suffer grief (and the school would not lose their Bible
instructor). Our Eden Way family gathered in the living
room, and supplicated the throne of grace; that we
would obtain mercy for this dear family, and to find
grace to keep them, if this was not God’s will for the
man to live.
Other than Elder Mason, I had never prayed for the
resurrection of anyone else; yet, I have no doubt that
God can raise the dead to life. I believe in the stories of
the resurrection in the Bible, as well as God’s missionary, Diamondola. She died and was being prepared for
burial; but the men of faith prayed for her, and life came
back into her; and she continued working for the Lord
for many years.
We prayed continually for this dear man, until word
came the next day that God’s will was for him to sleep
until the resurrection. I am so thankful that when we
pray and seek the face of the living God, putting forth
our requests according to His will, we can be assured
that He hears and answers our prayers. This request, I
believe, was a foreshadowing to what we would go
through the following week.

Leading up to the school, it seemed like we had
entered the rainy season in the state of Virginia; and
other than our precious memory verse, there was no
hope of us getting off this property in a vehicle; unless
it was a steam boat (as I stated back in January).
There are many ways in which the Lord allows our
faith to be tested; not because He wants us to fail, to
the contrary—He wants us to succeed! He wants us
to exercise this essential muscle of faith, so that we
can live the life of Enoch here on this earth.

We were scheduled to embark for
Tennessee on Saturday night; however,
on the Thursday before, it began to
rain. It was clear that (after a full day of
rain) should this continue, our way to the
school would be hindered. We prayed earnestly, as a
family, for the bridge not to be affected.

A week before the School of the Loud Cry, I received a most unusual request from a dear daughter
of mine, in the mission fields in South America.
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As the water rose over the bridge, and into the
driveway leading to the gate, we sang and claimed the
promises of God. For the entire weekend we sang and
prayed, looking hopefully at our plight.

I could hear the water raging from a good distance. We
prayed and packed up some ropes and other instruments that would assist in the process of draining the
water, by taking out the larger logs. For over an hour we
worked on the logs. Soon my fingers and toes were
numb, and I alerted my husband of my present condition. We decided to retire from the struggle until the
morning.

“Then sang Moses and the children of
Israel this song unto the LORD...the
horse and his rider hath he thrown into
the sea.” Ex. 15:1

The next morning at six o’clock, my husband went by
himself to dislodge some of the larger logs that were
causing the water to overflow the bridge. He returned
after a while, with great news – we could cross the
bridge by 10am that morning! Oh, what shouting, and
prayers of praise went up to God!

On Friday night the rain stopped. By Sabbath afternoon, the water seemed to have subsided a bit; but
when the night fell upon the evening skies, there was
such a torrent of rain that you would think the heavens
were being broken up. This violent downpour carried
on all through the night, and by this time it was evident
that we were going nowhere; unless the Lord opened
the raging waters that now resembled what Jordan
must have looked like, when Joshua and the children of
Israel had to cross it.

“...for he hath triumphed gloriously...The LORD is a
man of war: The Lord is his name...Thy right hand,
O LORD, is become glorious in power: thy right
hand, O LORD, hath dashed in pieces the
enemy...And with the blast of thy nostrils the waters
were gathered together, the floods...Who is like
unto thee, O LORD, among the gods? Who is like
thee, glorious in holiness, fearful in praises, doing
wonders?” Ex. 15: 1, 3, 6, 8, 11

On Sunday, there was much searching of hearts
among us. We knew it was the Lord’s will for us to participate in the school, yet we wanted to make sure
there was nothing in us individually (or as a family) that
would hinder the workings of the Spirit of God. Monday came, and we were still flooded in. That evening,
the water began going down, and my husband and I
estimated that by midnight the bridge should be low
enough for us to cross.

We consider the ministry of the Word a great battle: A
battle with self not to be in the way, so that God can use
the humbled vessel. A battle with “the prince of Persia”
who withstood Gabriel for “one and twenty days”. Satan
is ever on the grounds to hinder the work of God from
going forward. It is a battle with souls that need to surrender all to Jesus, but think themselves rich and in
need of nothing. It is a battle with unbelief, and more
battles than I am here able to make mention of.
We made it to Tennessee on Tuesday evening, and
the School of the Loud Cry was a tremendous blessing. I
think we were more blessed than the students; and, although we were put to work as soon as we got there,
we didn’t miss one class!

At midnight, we went out to assess the
situation. The temperature had dropped several degrees, and as we opened the door of the house,
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Oh, it’s so exciting to be in this work! God is using
Messengers of Light to bring others to Jesus; and as
we bring others, we are brought close to Jesus in the
process. This really is the best place to be-in missionary work! Praise the Lord!!!

He calmly drove on, as if he was aware of these
things. Glory to God that with Jesus in the vessel,
we can smile at the storm!
E’en on earth, as through a glass
Darkly, let Thy glory pass
E’en on earth, Lord, make me know
Something of how much I owe.

The students were given their certificates after
sunset on Saturday, and we started our homeward
journey late Sunday afternoon. While we were at the
school, I was asked by a dear sister if I had a chance
to check the weather back home, to see if it had
rained while we were away. I told her no. I have
learned over the years not to borrow trouble.

We got to our gate, and as we drove a few
more feet it was clear that the water was saying to
our van, “this far and no further”. This was our
first time on this end. We have been flooded in
before, but never flooded out. We thanked the
good Lord for safe traveling mercies home, and
smiled at the challenge ahead of us. So close, yet
so very far away. We got out of our van to examine the bridge. There was a raging, flooded bridge
between us and our warm beds.

“It is a misfortune to borrow the trouble of next week
to embitter the present
week. When real trouble
“He will provide help to
comes, God will fit every
endure it”
meek and lowly one to
bear it. When His providence permits it to come, He
will provide help to endure it. Fretting and murmuring cloud and stain the soul, and shut out the bright
sunlight from the pathway of others.” {2T 641}

Most of us can swim, so perhaps we could park
the van and walk across the bridge. As we observed closely the force that was driving that water across, it was evident that this was not the will
of God. We could sleep in the car until the morning, but what about the bathroom? Then, there
was the option to drive back to town and sleep in
the parking lot of a 24hr store, but God was not
leading that way either. Soon it was decided that
we would leave the van and hike the two miles
through the fields, like that dear family a few
months ago.

It’s a five-and-a-half-hour journey from where we
were in Tennessee to the Eden Way Outpost. The
journey was passed with lively conversation about
our church history. We were able to get more clarification on a lot of topics that were brought out during
the school. We are very blessed to have this privilege. God be praised! On the drive home, a passing
thought that the bridge might be flooded crossed my
mind, but I quickly pushed it away and allowed my
mind to be consumed with our topic of Satan's purpose for the Alpha and Omega of Apostasy in God’s
church. It seemed like a very short drive, for soon we
were turning onto the gravel road of our streets’ address.

We all bundled up, as it was now freezing. The
temperature was in the twenties. With Bro. Davis
leading the way, we walked to the road. Everything
was quiet.
It was now after midnight, and
everything was at a deep hush;
when suddenly, the neighborhood dogs started barking. I
had never noticed these
dogs before, but they
were relentless. As we
walked through the
pitchly darkened street,
the dogs followed us with their oppressively constant barks.

The time was approaching midnight on the clock,
and there is a hill that we must cross to get to our
driveway. As we drove by the hill, it is situated in a
way that your eyes can see below its summit, if you
are familiar with the terrain. As the van moved closer
to the hill, I chanced to look down, and saw that the
water was higher than normal. I whispered to my
husband that our bridge was flooded.
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It felt like Shimei cursing David, as he and the royal house were fleeing from Absalom’s rebellion. The road seemed longer walking than it does driving. Longer than we wished, yet shorter
than we thought. Brother Davis turned off the road, and we followed him to a gate leading to the
fields adjacent to our property. He held the light for each of us to climb over the gate, and
soon he too was over the gate. He said, “Praise the Lord! One-fourth of the journey is behind
us”.

In my mind, I thought, WHAT? We had walked for a good while. Surely, I thought at least
half the way had been passed! But, I settled in my mind (then and there) that this was a test,
and we must pass it without murmur or complaint, to the glory of God! He never gives us
more than we can bear!
In the snowy field; freezing, through mud, and slush, and water we went. I believe God
sent His angels to walk with us through the fields that night. It was extremely dark, and without the aid of guardian angels, I know we would have been in a worse state that night. As we
crossed the fields, I noticed that we did not see any of the bulls that are generally in that area.
I thanked God from the bottom of my heart, even as we walked under His watch-care. We
walked quietly through the fields; sometimes in single file line, then side by side. Every now
and again, a voice was heard asking, “Are you okay?” And all the time the response was “yes”.
Soon, our eyes lighted on the large black walnut tree, where hangs our giant swing. Oh,
what a glorious tree! Praise God, we had reached home! There was no ladder to meet us by
the barbwire fence, for our entire household had gone to the School of the Loud Cry. So, Bro.
Davis held up the barbwire, and we each crept under it. Soon we were rejoicing and praising
the Lord out loud! God is good, and greatly to be praised! We went to bed some time after
two in the morning, but it was soooo good to be in our own beds!
The next day, the bulls that we did not see the night before were all in plain sight grazing
along the hills, and amazingly, the water went down drastically, and we were able to drive the
van across that evening to our front door. The water was higher that night than it was the
days before we left; why did it go down that fast? We will find out in the hereafter: for now,
we thank God for the midnight hike that the family went through some months ago, because
it allowed our Daddy to know the way to take us through the same path. And now we too can
say, “That hike is no joke! Yet, God is preparing us for something outstanding!” I
long to remain faithful to our blessed
Lord!
When I stand before the throne,
Dressed in beauty not my own,
When I see Thee as Thou art,
Love Thee with un-sinning heart,
Then Lord, shall I fully know—
Not till then—how much I owe.
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Picture yourself, journeying over a bridge, to get
to a place that offers healing, relief, counsel, and all
that you’ve dreamed of and more. By the grace of
God, this is the experience of many, when coming to
the Eden Way Outpost. Crossing over the bridge, to
get to the Eden Way home, no problem. That is, on
the brightest of days.

All those who have been contacting the ministry,
for specific projects to give towards, herein is a
golden opportunity! Sign up or renew your monthly
newsletter subscription this year, for a donation of
$60; or more as the Lord leads, and the proceeds will
help build a new bridge. Meanwhile, you’ll also share
in the blessedness of monthly Bible studies, ministry
updates, and more!
Before building up, let’s break down the logistics.
Our project goal to build a durable and economic
bridge is approx. $48, 000. Currently, we have well
over 1,000 people subscribed to “The Sentinel of
Light” newsletter. If each subscriber renewed their
subscription for 2019, this would easily exceed our
“Bridging The Gap” project goal.

However, when the rain comes down, and the
floods come up, the bridge gets completely covered.
“Bridge? What bridge?” is literally what one could
say. Furthermore, with each passing storm, the water
damage becomes more evident. Splits and cracks, to
say the least.

Nonetheless, we know that God has a plan! When
“sin had produced a gulf between man and his God, a
divine benevolence provided a plan to bridge that
gulf. And what material did He use? A part of Himself.” {OHC 12}
“Now ye are the body of Christ” 1 Cor. 12:27. Although God literally can speak a bridge into existence, the part of Himself -the material that He wants
to use to “bridge the gap”- is people like you! For in
His infinite wisdom, He knows the benefits that everyone shall reap. Oh, what joy!
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Is it really that simple? Yes! $48,000 can be
reached with merely 800 subscriptions! 800 people
can sign up for $60 or even 400 people can sign
themselves up, plus a friend for $120. The possibilities are limitless. Either way it goes, join in and get a
piece of the action today!
Do you having a missing piece from the puzzle?
Prayerfully, fill out the donation insert, and send
us back your missing
puzzle piece today!
By helping to complete
the puzzle ,
you will be helping to
bridge
the
gap!
The puzzle illustrates the
vision of a bridge that is
to be erected. A bridge for the traveling pilgrims, eager students, and precious souls near and far. A
bridge for the glory of God! ”...and thou shalt be
called, The repairer of the breach, The restorer of
paths to dwell in.” Isaiah 58:12 What is in your hands
can make a difference,
if you sign up now.
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Amiah’s Object Lesson
During our recent midnight hike, we saw that it was impossible to cross the flooded bridge. So,
we decided that it was best to go through the field which the dear family had gone through months
before. We did not know the way; however, Daddy knew the way. He had taken the family through
this very same field; and so, we began.
Through certain parts of the field, there were puddles of water and deep mud holes. So, Daddy
gave us light for our feet that we might not stumble; and we finally reached home!
Here was the spiritual lesson that I learned. Our
destination is the heavenly home; however,
(because of sin) we are not able to readily go
over to our home. We must take another route,
which is longer, but we don’t know the way.
Thank God, because Jesus (who knows the way
by experience) offers to guide us to our heavenly home! As we go through this path, there
will be many things that will try to make us
stumble. Nevertheless, Jesus has given us His
Word, as a lamp unto our feet and a light unto
our path (Ps. 119:105), that we will not stumble. By His grace, if we endure unto the end, we will all
reach Home! I want to stay with the Leader, so that I can get home! Don’t you?
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Vanilla Maple and Almond Granola
Ingredients:
2 Cups Oats
1 Cup Pumpkin Seeds (raw, unsalted)
1 Cup Sunflower Seeds
2 Cups Slivered Almonds or Coconut Flakes (if you are
nut free)
¼ Cup Maple Syrup
¼ Cup Coconut Oil
4 tsp Vanilla Flavor
3 Tbsp. Almond Butter

Instructions:

1. Preheat the oven to 170 degrees Fahrenheit
2. In a large mixing bowl add the oats, slivered almonds or coconut flakes, pumpkin and
sunflower seeds. Mix until combined.
3. Add the maple syrup, coconut oil, vanilla and almond butter to a small saucepan. Turn
to a low heat and mix to combine. Once the mixture is warm and well combined, remove from heat.
4. Pour the maple mixture over the granola mixture and mix until all ingredients are combined.
5. Spread granola mixture evenly on a large cookie sheet lined with parchment paper.
6. Place in the oven for 10 minutes, remove from oven and stir before returning the pan to
the oven for another 15 minutes.
7. Remove from the oven and allow to cool completely before transferring to an air tight
container.

Eat and enjoy to the glory of God!
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